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abstract: I tested the hypothesis that spatial structure provides a
trade-off between reproduction and predation risk and thereby fa-
cilitates predator-mediated coexistence of competing prey species. I
compared a cellular automata model to a mean-field model of two
prey species and their common predator. In the mean-field model,
the prey species with the higher reproductive rate (the superior com-
petitor) always outcompeted the other species (the inferior com-
petitor), both in the presence of and the absence of the predator. In
the cellular automata model, both prey species, which differed only
in their reproductive rates, coexisted for a long time in the presence
of their common predator at intermediate levels of predation. At low
predation rates, the superior competitor dominated, while high pre-
dation rates favored the inferior competitor. This discrepancy in the
results of the different models was due to a trade-off that sponta-
neously emerged in spatially structured populations; that is, the more
clustered distribution of the superior competitor made it more sus-
ceptible to predation. In addition, coexistence of competing prey
species declined with increasing dispersal ranges of either prey or
predator, which suggests that the trade-off that results from spatial
structure becomes less important as either prey or predator disperse
over a broader range.

Keywords: predator-mediated coexistence, spatial effect, apparent
competition, exploitative competition, cellular automata, trade-off
between predation risk and reproduction.

The promotion of species’ coexistence remains a central
question in ecology (e.g., Paine 1966; Levin and Paine
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1974; Connell 1978; Tansky 1978; Tilman and Pacala 1993;
Huston and DeAngelis 1994; Tilman 1994). In general,
species that compete for the same resources do not coexist
because the species that can survive at the lowest resource
levels tends to eliminate the other species through ex-
ploitative competition (e.g., Tilman 1982). So how do spe-
cies sometimes coexist on apparently similar resources in
nature? Various hypotheses have been proposed to explain
the coexistence of competing species, including the sug-
gestion that predation or parasitism (hereafter referred to
as “predation”; a parasitoid is also referred to as a “pred-
ator”) enhances the coexistence of prey species (Paine
1966; Janzen 1970; Levin and Paine 1974; Caswell 1978;
Connell 1978; Lubchenco 1978; Tansky 1978; Huston
1979; Teramoto et al. 1979; Hastings 1990; Pacala and
Crawley 1992; Tilman 1994; Leibold 1996).

The predation hypothesis of species coexistence pro-
poses at least three major mechanisms. First, predation
can create a local refuge for inferior competitors by tem-
porarily removing superior competitors (Caswell 1978;
Hastings 1990; Pacala and Crawley 1992; Tilman 1994),
thereby lowering the rate of competitive exclusion (Huston
1979). Second, a trade-off between competitive ability and
resistance to predation (Lubchenco 1978; Gleeson and
Wilson 1986; Pacala and Crawley 1992; Leibold 1996) can
generate an advantage for the minority because the pred-
ator population increases as a result of the increasing abun-
dance of the superior competitor (which is less resistant
to predation pressure). Third, if a more abundant species
is more susceptible to predation than a less abundant spe-
cies (i.e., predator switching), the competing species can
coexist without trade-offs because the behavior of the
predator again provides an advantage to the minority
(Tansky 1978; Teramoto et al. 1979; Gleeson and Wilson
1986; Pacala and Crawley 1992).

The objective of this study was to explore the effects of
space and spatial structure (e.g., distribution, heteroge-
neity) on predator-mediated coexistence. The role of space
in determining community architecture is undisputed
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(e.g., Hanski and Gilpin 1997; Tilman and Kareiva 1997).
Spatially finite dispersal and interactions alter and are in-
fluenced by the distribution patterns of interacting organ-
isms. Such feedback between spatial distribution patterns
and the intensity of biological interactions can potentially
determine the structure of biological communities. For
example, spatially finite dispersal and interactions result
in a clumped distribution of sessile species (Pacala and
Levin 1997) and increase the strength of intraspecific com-
petition relative to interspecific competition, which leads
to coexistence of the competing species (Shorrocks et al.
1979; Atkinson and Shorrocks 1981; Ives and May 1985;
Pacala and Levin 1997). Such spatial effects can also mod-
ify prey-predator interactions. Spatially clustered prey may
be more susceptible to predation if the intensity of pred-
atory behavior increases with increasing local prey density
(e.g., Hassell and May 1974; Connell 2000) or, similarly,
when parasitoids are more easily transmitted between
closely neighboring individuals (e.g., Sato et al. 1994).

Several theoretical models have considered predator-
mediated coexistence in spatially structured habitats (Cas-
well 1978; Crowley 1979; Comins and Hassell 1996). Some
studies (Caswell 1978; Crowley 1979) have investigated
environments that consist of multiple patches, each of
which is connected to all others, while other studies (Com-
ins and Hassell 1996) have assumed a kind of diffusive
dispersal within patchy environments by using a spatially
explicit metapopulation model. These studies suggest that
spatial structure allows for the persistence of interacting
species, even if local dynamics do not allow their long-
term coexistence, and that predator-mediated coexistence
occurs in the presence of an explicit interspecific trade-
off between some characteristics (e.g., reproduction and
predation resistance, dispersal rate and growth rate, dis-
persal rate and predation resistance). However, it is still
unclear how high mortality due to clustering affects
predator-mediated coexistence because previous studies
either did not assume an explicit space (Caswell 1978;
Crowley 1979) or focused on processes at larger spatial
scales (e.g., metapopulations; Comins and Hassell 1996).

In this article I report a new finding: spatial structure
provides a trade-off between reproduction and predation
risk and therefore effectively promotes predator-mediated
coexistence of two competing species that differ only in
their reproductive rates. I have assumed that the spatial
structure is sufficient for the two competing prey species
to coexist in the presence of a common predator.

I compared a mean-field model and a cellular automata
model of two prey species and their common predator in
a patchy environment. A mean-field model assumes spa-
tially well-mixed individuals, while a cellular automata
model is based on the individual and assumes spatially
limited dispersal of individuals. In the mean-field model,

coexistence does not occur if we do not assume an explicit
trade-off between reproductive (or mortality) rate and pre-
dation resistance. In contrast, in the cellular automata
model, coexistence is possible even if neither an explicit
trade-off nor predator switching occurs, both of which
have been considered essential to predator-mediated co-
existence. This is because the superior competitor with the
higher reproductive rate has a more clustered distribution
and is therefore more susceptible to predation by a pred-
ator whose offspring disperse locally.

I considered a habitat composed of distinct resource
patches for which two prey species (prey 1 and 2) compete.
Each patch is occupied by prey 1 (superior competitor)
or prey 2 (inferior competitor) or the predator, unless it
is unoccupied. Assume that prey and predator species are
sessile and that movement of individuals only occurs once
at the offspring stage. The dynamics of patch occupancy
for each species are determined by the stochastic processes
of interpatch colonization via dispersal and extinction
within a patch. Local extinction for predator and prey
species occurs at fixed rates (mortality rates; prey i r
empty, predator r empty). The offspring of prey species
disperse to other patches (i.e., colonization) at a constant
rate (colonization or reproductive rate of prey) and only
succeed if they disperse to empty patches (prey i �

r 2[prey i]). A reproductive rate of prey is a prod-empty
uct of a number of offspring produced from a prey patch
and the possibility of successful establishment when the
prey arrives at an empty patch. Predator colonization oc-
curs at a fixed rate (colonization or predation rate of pred-
ator) and can only be successful if the new patch is already
occupied by a prey species; following colonization by a
predator, the prey is subject to predation to extinction and
the predator becomes established in that patch
( r 2[predator]). Predation rates canpredator � prey i
have prey-specific values depending on whether or not the
predator, which arrives at a focal prey’s patch, successfully
establishes in that patch. To avoid a coexistence realized
as a result of explicit trade-offs between fitness compo-
nents such as reproduction, mortality due to natural death,
or predation resistance, the models are presented using
parameter sets describing conditions wherein the two prey
species have different reproductive rates but the same mor-
tality and predation rates.

The Mean-Field Model

I considered a habitat composed of a large number of
distinct patches. I assumed that a species is able to colonize
any patch, whatever its distance; in other words, every
resource patch is accessible to every individual, whether
prey or predator. Assuming an infinite number of patches,
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the frequency of patch occupation by each respective spe-
cies is calculated as follows:

dx1 p r x (1 � x � x � y) � mx � cx y, (1a)1 1 1 2 1 1dt

dx 2 ( )p r x 1 � x � x � y �mx � cx y, (1b)2 2 1 2 2 2dt

dy
( )p c x � x y � dy, (1c)1 2dt

where xi (where or 2) and y are the frequencies ofi p 1
patch occupation by prey i and the predator, respectively;
ri is the colonization or reproductive rate of prey i (r 11

; prey 1 is the superior competitor, prey 2 the inferiorr2

competitor); c is the colonization rate by the predator of
patches occupied by prey (predation rate); and m and d
are the mortality rates of prey and predator, respectively.

The possible equilibrium and species frequency at each
equilibrium are obtained as follows: ∗ ∗ ∗(x , x , y ) p (i)1 2

for prey 1 and predator(d/c, 0, {r [1 � (d/c)] � m}/[c � r ])1 1

coexistence; (ii) for(0, d/c, {r [1 � (d/c)] � m}/[c � r ])2 2

prey 2 and predator coexistence; (iii) for(1 � [m/r ], 0, 0)1

prey 1 alone; (iv) for prey 2 alone; (v)(0, 1 � [m/r ], 0)2

for no species persistence. Equilibrium ii is un-(0, 0, 0)
stable because such a community is always invaded by
prey 1. Equilibrium iv is also locally unstable because such
a community is again invaded by prey 1. Equilibrium i is
stable if and only if ; equilibrium iii is[1 � (d/c)] 1 (m/r )1

stable if and only if ; equilibrium v1 1 (m/r ) 1 [1 � (d/c)]1

is stable if and only if the ratio of the mortality rate to
the reproductive rate of both prey species is sufficiently
high ( ; see appendix for a more detailed analysis).[m/r ] 1 11

There is no equilibrium in which the two prey species
coexist, which suggests that two prey species with different
reproductive rates ( ) and the same mortality rate (m)r 1 r1 2

cannot coexist with any stability if their predation rates
are the same (c), as pointed out by previous models of
one-predator-two-prey systems without explicit space
(Cramer and May 1972; Fujii 1977; Tansky 1978; Teramoto
et al. 1979).

The Cellular Automata Model

Predator-Mediated Coexistence in
Spatially Structured Habitats

In order to investigate a situation in which colonization
occurs as a local process, I used a cellular automata model
of one predator and two prey species. Population dynamics
were examined by using an individual-based model. The
habitat was a torus composed of sorted patches.N # N
Each simulation was initiated with a random distribution

and frequency of two prey and one predator species. Unit
time step (T) consisted of sets of the followingN # N
steps:

Step 1. Choose a patch (patch 1) at random. If the patch
is occupied, specify a neighboring patch (patch 2) and
proceed to step 2. The neighboring patches are in some
cases the four adjacent cells; in other cases they are a larger
number of nearest cells. If patch 1 is empty, skip step 2
and proceed to step 3.

Step 2. If patch 2 cannot be colonized, proceed to step
3. If patch 1 is occupied by either prey species and patch
2 is empty, then prey i in patch 1 may colonize the empty
patch 2. The empty patch becomes occupied by prey i with
probability ri (≤1). If patches 1 and 2 are predator and
prey patches, respectively, the predator may colonize the
prey patch; the prey patch becomes a predator patch with
probability c (≤1).

Step 3. Choose a patch at random. If an organism oc-
cupies this patch, it will become extinct with a fixed prob-
ability; a prey and a predator patch become empty with
probabilities m (≤1) and d (≤1), respectively. The mortality
probability of the predator and prey used for all examples
presented is .(d, m) p (0.04, 0.028)

Suppose that frequencies of prey 1, prey 2, and the
predator are given by x1, x2, and y, respectively. If the
neighboring patches are the entire space, the rate of prey
i’s colonization is given by the following formula: the prob-
ability that prey i is chosen in probabilitystep 1 # the
that the empty patch is chosen in probabilitystep 2 # the
that prey i colonizes the empty patch; that is, r x (1 �i i

. Similarly, the rate of the predator’s coloni-x � x � y)1 2

zation is given by . The mortality rate of acy(x � x )1 2

species is given by the following formula: the probability
that the species is chosen in probability thatstep 3 # the
the species become extinct; that is, mxi and dy for prey i
and the predator, respectively. These rates are identical to
those in the mean-field model, which suggests that the
probabilities ri, c, m, and d are analogous to the rates ri,
c, m, and d in the mean-field model in a small-time step
of a set of steps 1–3. For predation rates 11 ( ), I usedc 1 1
an approximation by having the probability and dou-c/2
bling steps 1 and 2 for the predation process only. If the
neighboring patches are the entire space, this approxi-
mation gives the predation rate by

{(c/2)y(t)[1 � x (t) � x (t) � y(t)]}1 2

� {(c/2)y(t � Dt)[1 � x (t � Dt) � x (t � Dt) � y(t � Dt)]},1 2

which suggests that this procedure gives a good approx-
imation if the change in patch frequencies within a time
step (Dt) is small.

First, the simplest case, where colonization is always
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Figure 1: Competitive outcomes plotted against predation rates when
all species colonize four neighboring patches. The frequency of species
composition (prey 1, prey 2, or their coexistence) at is rep-T p 10,000
resented. Each bar represents a predation rate ( to 0.96 in in-c p 0.48
crements of 0.016). Resulting outcomes are that two prey species coexist
(black), prey 1 outcompetes prey 2 (light gray), prey 2 outcompetes prey
1 (dark gray), or no prey species persists (white). I ran 50 simulations
for each predation rate. The space is composed of patches.150 # 150
Other parameters are .(r , r , m, d) p (0.16, 0.112, 0.028, 0.04)1 2

Figure 2: Examples of the population dynamics of two prey species and
a predator when each species colonizes four neighboring patches. Dashed,
dotted, and solid lines represent populations of prey 1 (the superior
competitor), prey 2 (the inferior competitor), and their common pred-
ator, respectively. Predation rate, c, for each simulation is (A) 0.48, (B)
0.64, and (C) 0.8. Grid size and other parameters are described in figure
1.

restricted to the four nearest neighborhoods, was consid-
ered. In the absence of predation, if the two prey species
have different reproductive rates ( ; ),r p 0.16 r ≤ 0.1361 2

then prey 1 (the superior competitor) outcompetes prey
2 (the inferior competitor) within 10,000 time steps in all
50 simulations. When the two species are assigned similar
reproductive rates ( ; ), the inferiorr p 0.16 r 1 0.1361 2

competitor may not be eliminated within the simulation
time (this occurred in two out of 50 simulations for

and 17 out of 50 simulations for ).r p 0.144 r p 0.1522 2

However, even in these cases, the inferior competitor even-
tually becomes extinct after a longer simulation run.

In the presence of a predator, a completely different
picture emerges (fig. 1). Depending on the predation rate
(c), one prey species outcompetes the other in some cases,
while in other cases long-term coexistence of the two com-
peting prey species is observed. The predator-mediated
coexistence of both prey species occurs only when c is
intermediate ( to 0.768 in fig. 1). At low pre-c p 0.496
dation rates, the inferior competitor is hardly able to per-
sist, whereas at high predation rates, the superior com-
petitor tends to become extinct. Although the frequency
of predator extinction due to demographic stochasticity
increases with increasing predation rates, the predator
population always persists when two prey species coexist.
Figure 2 shows examples of the population dynamics for
the respective outcomes. Coexistence was observed in a
wide range of , although it did not occur when r1 wasr /r1 2

much larger than r2. For a parameter set of
, for example, coex-(r , c, m, d) p (0.16, 0.64, 0.028, 0.04)1

istence was observed in 19–28 out of 50 simulations for
to 0.144, while it was not observed at all forr p 0.082

. The pattern in which a high predation rater ! 0.0642

favors the inferior competitor was robust to variations in
initial conditions and parameters.

Spatial Distribution Patterns and
Susceptibility to Predation

The result that high predation rates favor the inferior com-
petitor suggests that the superior competitor is more likely
to be attacked by a predator (i.e., more susceptible to
predation) than the inferior competitor. To confirm the
hypothesis that coexistence is due to a higher susceptibility
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Figure 3: A, Local densities of prey 1, P1 ( filled squares), and prey 2, P2

(open circles), plotted against mean densities of respective prey for a
simulation run ( to 12,500 in increments of 50) in which twoT p 10,000
prey species coexist (c is set to 0.64). Prey and predator each colonize
four neighboring patches. B, Snapshot of a simulation of the cellular
automata model when each species colonizes four neighboring patches
( , ). Each point represents an empty patch (white), aT p 9,500 c p 0.64
prey 1 patch (light gray), a prey 2 patch (dark gray), or a predator patch
(black). Space size, initial conditions, and other parameters used in these
two panels are described in figure 1.

of the superior competitor to predation resulting from its
more clumped distribution pattern, I examined the spatial
distribution patterns of the two prey species and the sus-
ceptibility of these prey species to predation.

One measure of clustering is a comparison of the local
density (which is identical to “mean crowding” by Lloyd
1967), defined as the mean density of neighbors experi-
enced by an individual (P1, P2) and the mean density (x1,
x2) over the whole space (global density). The ratio of local
density to global density is expected to increase with in-
creased clustering and should be 1.0 for randomly dis-
tributed individuals (e.g., Lewis 1997). During simulation,
the local density (Pi) was always higher than the global
density (xi) for both prey 1 and prey 2 (fig. 3A), which
suggests that both prey species showed a clustered distri-
bution pattern (fig. 3B). Moreover, for the same global
density, the local density of the superior competitor was
higher than that of the inferior competitor (fig. 3A), which
implies that the superior competitor had a more clumped
distribution than the inferior competitor.

The susceptibility (Si) of prey i to predation is defined
as the number of predation events on prey i per unit of
time ( sets of steps 1–3) divided by the averageN # N
number of prey i during the one-unit time step. If the two
species are equally preyed upon, Si should be the same for
both prey 1 and prey 2 and should be proportional to
(cy). The bias of predation pressure between prey 1 and
prey 2 can be obtained by comparing their respective sus-
ceptibilities, S1 and S2. Simulations showed a general ten-
dency for the susceptibility of the superior competitor to
be higher than that of the inferior competitor (fig. 4). This
implies that, as expected, the superior competitor is more
susceptible to predation than the inferior competitor.

These results explain why prey species with different
reproductive rates can coexist in the presence of a predator
in a spatially structured habitat. Since colonization by each
prey species is a local process, both species show a clustered
distribution in space (fig. 3). In such a clustered distri-
bution, once the predator has invaded a cluster of prey, it
is then more likely to colonize local patches of the same
prey. The superior competitor, which has a higher growth
rate (or a lower mortality), tends to be more clumped (as
suggested by its high local density, Pi) than the inferior
competitor; that is, there are more empty sites that cannot
be traversed by the predator in clusters of the inferior
competitor than in those of the superior competitor (fig.
3). Thus, because of the slow advance of the predator
population in the inferior competitor’s clusters, it follows
that the superior competitor is more susceptible to the
predator than the inferior competitor (fig. 4). A trade-off
between reproduction and predation risk emerges.

Dispersal Distance and Predator-Mediated Coexistence

The situation when dispersal is not limited to the four
nearest neighboring patches is now investigated. If the
predation that is biased toward the superior competitor is
caused by the superior competitor’s clumped distribution
patterns, then wider dispersal by prey species is predicted
to inhibit predator-mediated coexistence for two reasons.
First, dispersal lowers the local density of prey, which re-
duces the predation rate and makes it difficult for the
predator to persist. Second, the benefit of having a low
reproductive rate (i.e., a low predation risk) is reduced
because with wider dispersal ranges, prey species show a
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Figure 4: Susceptibilities of prey 1, S1 (solid line), and prey 2, S2 (dotted
line), for a simulation run in which two prey species coexist ( ).c p 0.64
Both prey and predator colonize four neighboring patches. Space size,
initial conditions, and other parameters used are described in figure 1.

Figure 5: Competitive outcomes when both prey have wide dispersal
ranges. Panels show the results when prey are assumed to colonize eight
(A) and 24 (B) nearest neighboring patches. The frequency of species
composition (prey 1, prey 2, their coexistence, or extinction of both prey
species) at is represented. Each bar represents a predationT p 10,000
rate ( to 1.872 in increments of 0.048). Resulting outcomes arec p 0.48
such that two prey species coexist (black), prey 1 outcompetes prey 2
(light gray), prey 2 outcompetes prey 1 (dark gray), or no prey species
persists (white). I ran 50 simulations for each parameter set. Space size
and initial conditions are described in figure 1. Parameters are

.(r , r , m, d) p (0.16, 0.112, 0.028, 0.04)1 2

less clustered distribution even if their reproductive rates
are high.

Consider the case in which both prey species colonize
more patches (eight or 24 neighbors) while the offspring
of the predator disperse only to the four nearest sites.
Simulations suggested that predator-mediated coexistence
becomes difficult as the number of available sites neigh-
boring a prey site increases (cf. the frequency of “Prey 1
and 2 coexist” in fig. 5A with that in fig. 1) and is not
observed for colonization of 24 neighboring patches (fig.
5B). With prey colonization of an increased number of
neighboring sites, the predation rate needed to maximize
the probability of coexistence increases; it is near c p

in the case of four neighbors (fig. 1) and near 1.0080.624
for eight neighbors (fig. 5A) because the dispersal of prey
lowers its local density and decreases the effective colo-
nization rate of the predator.

Wider dispersal by the predator also invalidates the
trade-off between reproduction and predation risk. Con-
sider the case in which the predator disperses more widely
while the prey colonizes only the four nearest patches.
Simulations suggested that coexistence becomes difficult
with an increase in the number of sites neighboring a
predator site (cf. the frequency of “Prey 1 and 2 coexist”
in fig. 6 with that in fig. 1). This is because a low local
prey density does not reduce the prey’s susceptibility to
predation, since the predator can skip empty patches, and
its propagation then tends not to be inhibited by low local
density of prey species. Furthermore, the predation rate
that maximizes the probability of coexistence decreases
with an increase in the number of neighboring sites oc-
cupied by predators ( and 0.48 for eight and 24c p 0.528
neighbors, respectively). This can be explained as follows:
if the predator population persists in clusters, a predator

that disperses locally tends to encounter patches already
occupied by another predator and therefore experiences
low prey availability. Thus, wide dispersal increases the
effective dispersal rate of the predator and lowers the pre-
dation rate that results in the maximum probability of
coexistence.

Dispersal distance is clearly an important factor influ-
encing the effect of a predator on competitive outcomes.
The trade-off between reproduction and predation risk
that results from spatial structure becomes less important
when either prey or predator disperses over a broader
range. A prey species that colonizes more widely and has
a less clustered distribution is less susceptible to predation
even if it has a high reproductive rate, while a predator
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Figure 6: Competitive outcomes when predator has wide dispersal range.
Panels A and B show the results when the predator colonizes eight and
24 neighboring patches, respectively. The frequency of species compo-
sition (prey 1 alone, prey 2 alone, their coexistence, or extinction of both
prey species) at is shown. Each bar represents a predationT p 10,000
rate ( to 0.96 in increments of 0.016). Resulting outcomes arec p 0.48
that two prey species coexist (black), prey 1 outcompetes prey 2 (light
gray), prey 2 outcompetes prey 1 (dark gray), or no prey species persists
(white). I ran 50 simulations for each predation rate. Space size, initial
conditions, and other parameters are described in figure 1.

with greater mobility can traverse unoccupied sites and
therefore be less affected by prey distribution. Such a pred-
ator reduces the possibility of coexistence. In an extreme
case in which all species have an infinitely wide dispersal
range (which corresponds to the mean-field model),
predator-mediated coexistence does not occur at all.

Discussion

The simulations showed that despite the same predation
rate being assigned, competing species can coexist in the
presence of a common predator in spatially structured
habitats. Two prey species cannot coexist either in a spa-
tially less constructed model (i.e., a mean-field model or
a cellular automata model with wide dispersal ranges) in

the presence of a common predator or in a cellular au-
tomata model in the absence of a predator. This suggests
that spatial structure and a common predator are both
essential to the coexistence observed in this model. This
is very different from the assertion that intraspecific ag-
gregation, which increases the intensity of intraspecific
competition relative to that of interspecific competition,
is sufficient for the coexistence of species with different
competitive abilities (Shorrocks et al. 1979; Atkinson and
Shorrocks 1981; Ives and May 1985; Pacala and Levin
1997). Instead, coexistence is due to local dispersal and
interactions that provide a trade-off between reproduction
and predation risk (i.e., the higher susceptibility of the
superior competitor to predation) through the formation
of spatial distribution patterns. Such a trade-off explains
why a higher predation rate favors the inferior competitor,
which has a low predation risk and a low growth rate,
while the superior competitor, which has a high growth
rate and a high predation risk, outcompetes the inferior
competitor when predation rates are reduced (fig. 1).

The trade-off emerging in a spatially structured model
suggests that an increase in reproductive rates of prey spe-
cies can have the opposite effect on the prey’s abundance
depending on the spatiotemporal scale to be considered
(e.g., Levin and Pimentel 1981). In cellular automata mod-
els, localized dispersal and interaction lead to segregated
distribution of prey species. This implies that the whole
system can be viewed as being divided into prey-predator
subsystems, each of which includes either prey 1 or prey
2. In a spatial scale smaller than this prey’s cluster (e.g.,
consider three sequential patches: prey 1–empty–prey 2),
the prey with a high growth rate is more advantageous
than that with a low growth rate because they occupy
empty patches more quickly. In a large scale, however, the
prey with a higher reproductive rate is more susceptible
to predation because of its higher local density. In a small
spatial scale, prey with high growth rates is more advan-
tageous, while selection may favor prey with low growth
rates in a large spatial scale.

The trade-off between reproduction and predation risk
is a consequence of the distribution patterns of prey and
the local dispersal of the predator. Richards et al. (1999)
presented prey-predator models and found that an inter-
mediate reproductive (or mortality) rate of a prey species
evolves in a spatially explicit (one dimensional) model,
while natural selection favors a higher reproductive rate
(or a lower mortality rate) in a spatially implicit (well-
mixed) model. Although the authors did not focus on
mechanisms of coexistence, their results can be related to
the trade-off between reproductive rate and predation risk
that emerges in cellular automata models. A high repro-
ductive (or low mortality) rate increases the predation risk,
while a low reproductive (or high mortality) rate lowers
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the competitive ability of the prey to occupy space. Natural
selection therefore favors an intermediate reproductive (or
mortality) rate for prey. It is clear that the mechanisms
operating in the model of Richards et al. (1999) are the
same as those presented in this article, although their
model is limited to an extreme case in which disease prop-
agates at a rate that is much faster than colonization by
prey (i.e., the colonization rate of the predator is infinitely
high: ). My model shows that an inferior competitorc p �
is favored by a high predator colonization rate, which sug-
gests that the fast predator propagation in the model of
Richards et al. (1999) maximizes the benefit of low sus-
ceptibility to predation that results from a low reproductive
rate.

It has been hypothesized that an individual within an
aggregation has a relatively low risk of predation (a low
per capita predation rate; Vulinec 1990; Connell 2000).
For example, schooling of fish has been considered a strat-
egy to reduce the chance of being attacked by predators
(references in Connell 2000). This is in striking contrast
to my result, which suggests that a more aggregated prey
species has a higher susceptibility to predation. The relative
spatiotemporal scale by which the predator reproduces or
disperses could explain the discrepancy between the two
hypotheses. In general, the per capita predation rate is
determined by the number of prey taken per predator and
the number of attacking predators. Predators with a low
mobility (e.g., passively transmitted parasites with low in-
fection rates) tend to have a higher predation (infection)
rate within aggregated prey (host) individuals (i.e., the
number of prey taken per predator is positively density
dependent). Further, predators with a short life cycle mul-
tiply quickly within an aggregation; that is, the number of
attacking predators may also be positively density depen-
dent. In such cases aggregation would increase the per
capita attack rate. In contrast, even within more clustered
prey, the numbers of predators with a longer life cycle or
a higher mobility (e.g., mammals preying on fish) do not
increase within the prey cluster (i.e., the number of at-
tacking predators is not density dependent), and the num-
ber of prey taken per predator may become saturated (i.e.,
the number of prey taken per predator is less positively
density dependent). Thus, it is predicted that aggregation
lowers the risk of predation in such cases (but see Connell
[2000] and Hassell and May [1974], who describe how
aggregation increases the per capita predation rate if the
predator responds more to a larger aggregation of prey;
in such cases high mobility may not reduce the per capita
predation rate).

A trade-off between reproduction and predation risk in
general allows two competing species to coexist because
it confers an advantage to the minority (Cramer and May
1972; Fujii 1977; Tansky 1978; Teramoto et al. 1979). An-

other possible mechanism by which predation promotes
coexistence, which is not, however, mutually exclusive with
the former mechanism, is that predation lowers the in-
tensity of competition by increasing mortality, therefore
slowing the rate of competitive exclusion and prolonging
the time required for competitive exclusion to occur (non-
equilibrium coexistence; Caswell 1978; Huston 1979). Cas-
well (1978) studied a well-mixed version of a patch model
of two prey species and their common predator and dem-
onstrated the possibility of such long-term predator-
mediated coexistence. However, this mechanism is not in-
dependent of the characteristics of the competing species
(Crowley 1979). It is obvious that a trade-off between
reproduction and predation risk resulting from spatial
structure would make nonequilibrium coexistence more
possible; by increasing the mortality rate of the species
with the higher reproductive rate, predation yields similar
net growth rates for two species that have different re-
production rates.

Spatial structure may play an important role in shaping
community structure. Theoretical studies (Nee and May
1992; Tilman et al. 1994; Comins and Hassell 1996; Pacala
and Levin 1997) have shown how spatial structure affects
either interspecific exploitative competition over resources
or interspecific apparent competition (Holt 1977). Al-
though some assumptions are simplified, by incorporating
these two types of competition within a single model, the
model presented here shows how they interact with each
other in a spatially structured environment. The superior
competitor in exploitative competition (i.e., the species
with a high reproductive rate) tends to be the inferior
competitor in apparent competition (the species with a
high predation risk) for spatial distribution patterns, and
spatial structure may therefore enhance the coexistence of
competing prey species without assuming any explicit
trade-offs.
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APPENDIX

Stability Analysis of Population Dynamics

By setting the right-hand side of equations (1) to zero, the
possible equilibrium and species frequency at each equi-
librium are obtained as follows: ∗ ∗ ∗(x , x , y ) p (i)1 2
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for prey 1 and predator(d/c, 0, {r [1 � (d/c)] � m}/[c � r ])1 1

coexistence; (ii) for(0, d/c, {r [1 � (d/c)] � m}/[c � r ])2 2

prey 2 and predator coexistence; (iii) for(1 � [m/r ], 0, 0)1

prey 1 alone; (iv) for prey 2 alone; (v)(0, 1 � [m/r ], 0)2

for no species persistence. Among them either(0, 0, 0)
equilibrium i, iii, or v can be locally stable, depending on
parameters. A proof by local stability analysis follows.

Equilibrium i is feasible if and only if it holds that
. This equilibrium is locally stable if1 � (d/c) � (m/r ) 1 01

the real parts of all the eigenvalues of the following Ja-
cobian matrix S around the equilibrium are negative (see
May 1973):

∗˙ ˙ ˙dx dx dx 1 1 1

dx dx dy1 2

˙ ˙ ˙dx dx dx2 2 2S p
dx dx dy1 2

˙ ˙ ˙dy dy dy 
dx dx dy 1 2

∗ ∗ ∗( )�r x �r x � r � c x1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 ∗p 0 � (m � cy ) 0 .( )r r1 2 
∗ ∗cy cy 0 

(A1)

Eigenvalues (l) are given as solutions of ,F(S � lE)F p 0
that is, rewritten as

1 1 ∗ 2 ∗ ∗ ∗� (m � cy ) � l l � (r x )l � c(r � c)x y p 0.1 1 1 1[( ) ][ ]r r1 2

(A2)

Since , , and∗ ∗[(1/r � 1/r )(m � cy )] ! 0 r x 1 0 c(r �1 2 1 1 1

, it follows that all real parts of solutions l∗ ∗c)x y 1 01

should be negative. This equilibrium should be locally
stable.

Equilibrium ii requires that to[1 � (d/c) � (m/r )] 1 02

be feasible. It is, however, always unstable because such a
community is always invaded by prey 1, as confirmed by
the fact that a small fraction of prey 1 always increases
within an equilibrium community of prey 2 and the pred-
ator, that is,

( )dx /dt1 r1 ∗p � 1 (m � cy ) 1 0.F ( )x r∗ ∗1 x p0, x px , ypy 21 2 2

Equilibrium iii is feasible if and only if it holds that
. By the same steps taken for equi-1 1 (m/r ) 1 [1 � (d/c)]1

librium i, Jacobian matrix S around the equilibrium is
given by

∗ ∗ ∗( )�r x �r x � r � c x1 1 1 1 1 1 
∗S p 0 r � m � r x 0 . (A3)2 2 1 

∗0 0 �d � cx 1

Then, eigenvalues (l) are given as solutions of the follow-
ing equation:

r m d2∗(r x � l) m � 1 � l c 1 � � � l p 0.1 1 [ ( ) ][ ( ) ]r r c1 1

(A4)

Since , , and ,∗r x 1 0 m(r /r � 1) ! 0 c(1 � m/r � d/c) ! 01 1 2 1 1

it follows that all real parts of solutions l should be neg-
ative. This system is locally stable around the equilibrium.

Equilibrium iv requires a condition in which (1 �
to be feasible. This equilibrium is, however, lo-m/r ) 1 02

cally unstable because such a community is always invaded
by prey 1, as confirmed by

(dx /dt) r1 1p � 1 m 1 0.F ( )x r∗1 x p0, x px , yp0 21 2 2

Equilibrium v is always feasible. In this case, Jacobian
matrix S is given by

r � m 0 01 
S p 0 r � m 0 . (A5)2 

0 0 �d 

Eigenvalues (l) are given as solutions of the following
equation:

( ) ( ) ( )r � m � l r � m � l �d � l p 0. (A6)1 2

The condition for this equilibrium to be locally stable is
given by that for all negative solutions l; that is, m/r 11

.1
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